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What are the stipulations of Jekyll's original will filed with Mr. Utterson?

Dr. Jekyll's estate is given to charity

Mr. Utterson inherits all of Dr. Jekyll's estate

Dr. Jekyll's estate is evenly divided between Hyde and Jekyll

Mr. Hyde inherits all of Dr. Jekyll's estate

1-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What do Poole and Utterson initially believe when they enter the basement?

Hyde has committed suicide

Jekyll is dead, killed by Mr. Hyde

Hyde is dead, killed by Dr. Jekyll

An unknown person has killed both Hyde and Jekyll

2-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the shape of Jekyll's house?

Square T-shaped L-shaped A-frame

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What does Utterson do immediately after hearing Enfield's story?

reads Mr. Hyde's will confronts Dr. Jekyll

confronts Mr. Hyde reads Dr. Jekyll's will

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The narrator of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is ............................................

Mr. Hyde Dr. Jekyll

Mr. Utterson Mr. Danvers Carew

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The girl who was trampled was going to ......................................

run away from her family, who mistreats her

get the doctor for an ill family member

get Dr. Jekyll

find Mr. Utterson

6-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Where does the story of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde take place? 

in an unspecified place London

at sea in prison

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Which of the following statements can be the theme of Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde?

Violence against innocence

The duality of human nature/ the importance of reputation

urban terror

disaster pervades the world 

8-

1.

2.

3.

4.

How does Jekyll deal with Hyde at the end?

Involuntarily, he becomes Hyde permanently, and then Hyde kills himself

He has a priest exorcize Hyde

He shoots Hyde

He realizes the folly of becoming Hyde and decides to live the rest of his life as Jekyll

9-

1.

2.

3.

4.

 After ......................, ...................... finds Hyde lying dead in the laboratory.

a long quarrel - Jekyll breaking down the door - Utterson

visiting Utterson - Jekyll dinner - Enfield

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Jekyll’s dark side, embodied in a separate being is ............................

Hyde Poole Enfield Lanyon 

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After the Carew murder, Jekyll  ......................................

becomes more sociable and devotes himself to good works

enters into a friendship with Enfield

abandons science

flees the country

12-

1.

2.

3.

4.

In the weeks following his dinner party, Jekyll ....................................

slowly poisons himself

begins plotting to kill Utterson

flees the country

locks himself in his laboratory and refuses to see anyone

13-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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When Utterson informs Jekyll that he has “been learning something of young Hyde," Jekyll

responds by ......................................

laughing and saying that Utterson is lying

 claiming that he had never met Hyde

 admitting everything

 turning pale and begging Utterson to change the subject

14-

1.

2.

3.

4.

A ..................... witnessed Hyde murdering Sir Danvers Carew from ......................

seargent \ living room a servant girl \ window

a widow \ utterson's house Jekyll \ cellar

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is Poole’s position?

He is Jekyll’s lab assistant He is Utterson’s clerk

He is a detective He is Jekyll’s butler

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is Utterson’s profession in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde?

doctor lawyer Priest detective

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Why has Lanyon and Jekyll’s friendship cooled?

They had a dispute over Jekyll’s scientific inquiries

They both fell in love with the same woman

Lanyon found Jekyll’s run-down laboratory unsettling

Jekyll stole Lanyon’s research

18-

1.

2.

3.

4.

How do the characters in the novel describe Hyde?

They cannot describe him; they are struck by lightning when they utter his name

They say he has an ugly scar across his face

They say he looks oddly similar to Jekyll—like a warped version of him

They say he is ugly and deformed but cannot say exactly why

19-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Reflecting on mankind in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, ........................... says: "All human beings... are

commingled out of good and evil."

Dr. Jekyll Mr. Hide

Robert Louis Stevenson A bystander

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Who are considered the first novelists? 

Lawrence Stern, Jane Austen Henry James, Henry Miller

Emily Bronte, George Eliot Miguel de Cervantes, Daniel Defoe

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the difference between romance and modern novel? 

romance is full of marvel, but modern novel is mundane, empirical and focuses on culture

modern novel focuses on nature and supernatural, but romance on culture and mundane

modern novel believes in abstract and eternal, but romance believes in what it can touch,

taste and handle

romance deals with a history, but novel deals with a closed world

22-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What kind of conversion happens for Robinson Crusoe? 

He progresses from anxiety to assurance

He moves from assurance to constant nervousness

He becomes a pagan

He becomes skeptic and repulsive 

23-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Maggie Tulliver and Stephen Guest are two characters in George Eliot's ….. 

Adam Bede Middlemarch

The Mill on the Floss Pamela 

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one of Henry James's novels deals with the "International Theme" or the relation

between the Europeans and the Americans?

The Portrait of a Lady  A Pair of Blue Eyes

The Princess Cassamassima The Europeans 

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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